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Abstract
Time-reversal (TR) is a knownwideband array beam-forming technique that has been suggested as a
treatment planning alternative in deepmicrowave hyperthermia for cancer treatment.While the aim
in classic TR is to focus the energy at a specific point within the target, no assumptions aremade on
secondary lobes thatmight arise in the healthy tissues. These secondary lobes, together with tissue
heterogeneity,may result in hot-spots (HSs), which are known to limit the efficiency of the thermal
dose delivery to the tumor. This paper proposes a novel widebandTR focusingmethod that iteratively
shifts the focus away fromHSs and towards cold-spots from an initial TR solution, a procedure that
improves tumor coverage and reducesHSs.We verify thismethod on two different applicator
topologies and several target volume configurations. The algorithm is deterministic and runswithin
seconds, enabling its use for real-time applications. At the same time, it yields results comparable to
those obtainedwith global stochastic optimizers such as Particle Swarm.
1. Introduction
In deepmicrowave hyperthermia (MW-HT) for cancer treatment, a conformal array of antennas, called
applicator, is used to non-invasively and selectively increase the temperature of a deep-seated tumor up to
40 °C–44 °C for approximately one hour (Elming et al 2019, Paulides et al 2020). Randomized clinical trials have
demonstrated the efficacy of this technique in enhancing the therapeutic effects of chemo- and radio-therapy
(Cihoric et al 2015, Datta et al 2015, 2016). The challenge inMW-HT is to reach deep-seated targets with
adequate power depositionwhile keeping the nearby healthy tissues (HSs) below a safety temperature threshold.
TheseHSs lie in the path between the antenna and the target, and they tend to absorb energy from the traveling
wave, as a consequence of their relatively high conductivity at RF frequencies. The power loss in these tissues can
cause hot-spots (HSs), which effectively limit themaximum temperature achievable in the target. This can
prevent the treatment from reaching high therapeutic thermal doses (Paulides et al 2010, Kok et al 2017).
Superficial HSswithin depths of one to two centimeters from the skin can be suppressed by applying awater
bolus circulatedwith cool water. OtherHSsmight arise deeper in the body due to the anatomical heterogeneity
and interfaces between tissues with different dielectric properties, togetherwith the imperfect interference
pattern generated by the phased array. In such cases, the pattern has to be improved bymeans of amplitude and
phase steering of the applicator array, with parameters obtained by a hyperthermic treatment planning (HTP)
step (Gavazzi et al 2020).
Severalmethods for determining the optimal amplitudes and phases for an applicator array yielding
satisfying target coverage and limitedHS temperatures have been developed in the past and are still subject of
ongoing research (Paulides et al 2013, Kok et al 2015). Thesemethods can be classified into twomain categories:
specific absorption rate (SAR) based and temperature (T) based. SARbased techniques rely on the assumption
that the SARdistribution is predictive of the temperature distribution in the patient (Canters et al 2009).
However, since the thermal response of the body can be highly nonlinear, SAR-based optimizers can yield sub-
optimal, while still clinically relevant, HTPparameters.T-based optimizers, on the other hand, have evolved to
include complex nonlinear aspects such as discrete vasculature and systemic response under thermal stress (Kok
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the objective dose. In current practice, however, the theoretical benefits ofT-basedHTP are somewhat
diminished due to the lack of accurate estimations of the thermal tissue properties (DeGreef et al 2010, Canters
et al 2012, 2013). Such thermal properties, and blood perfusion in particular, exhibit large variations across
patients and even at individual level in different treatment sessions. Therefore, both SAR-based andT-based
approaches are being clinically applied as both require adjustments during treatment in response to hot spots
(Rijnen et al 2013, Kok et al 2017). Considering the current equivalence of these two approaches, in the present
workwe consider only SARbasedHTP techniques.
Among them, the eigenvalue (EV) and,more recently, the particle swarm (PS) algorithms have become the
most established in the literature (Paulides et al 2013, Kok et al 2015). The EVmethodmaximizes the ratio
between the average SAR in the target and in the remaining tissues (Böhm et al 1993, Bardati et al 1995).When
the resulting temperature distribution is showing overheated healthy regions, a weighing factor can be
introduced to iteratively reduce the power deposition at those locations (Köhler et al 2001). EV is a direct
method that provides a fast and deterministic solution, but itsmain limitation lies in the formof the cost
function, which has to be a quadratic ratio between polynomials. Quadratic cost function predictions have been
shown to correlate poorly with the SARor temperature rise in the tumor target volume during clinical treatment
(Canters et al 2009). For this reason,more clinically relevant and temperature-predicting indicators such as the
hotspot-to-target quotient (HTQ) have been proposed (Canters et al 2010). Since the evaluation of theHTQ
involves at least one nonlinear stepwith respect to the complex array steering parameters, EV cannot be directly
used to determine theHTQ-optimal solution. A second limitation of EVoccurs withmulti-frequency
optimization: the generalized EV form can not be defined formultiple simultaneous operating frequencies in a
conjointmanner (Trefná et al 2017, Zanoli andTrefná 2020).
There ismounting evidence that the development ofUWBapplicators capable of operating at different
frequencies will lead to improved target coverage andHS suppression (Converse et al 2006, Trefná et al 2010a,
Bellizzi et al 2017, Kuehne et al 2020). AnUWB system can exploit the complementary interference patterns
generated by different frequencies to increase the net average power delivered to the tumorwhile reducing the
absorption inHSs. The benefit of UWB is evenmore pronounced for the treatment of tumors in challenging
locations, such as the brain (Winter et al 2015, Takook et al 2018). The brain region is in fact characterized by a
combination of anatomical and physiological factors that require an extra degree of accuracy in the formation of
the heating pattern. The cerebral tissue ismore sensitive to deviations in temperature than other tissues
(Yarmolenko et al 2011), and the presence of cerebrospinal fluid causes strongHSs to appear in the immediate
vicinity of the brain (Schooneveldt et al 2019). The single-frequency constraint of EVmight therefore represent
an insurmountable limitation formulti-frequencyHTP.
PS is another type ofHTPoptimizer used in clinical practice (Paulides et al 2013). If the PS optimization is
configured tominimize theHTQ, the resulting steering settings can exhibit significant differences from those
given by EV. In particular, the resulting rawpower deposition ratiomight beworse than the one obtained via EV,
but the SARdistribution is often better in terms ofmore relevant clinical parameters: target coverage and heating
homogeneity. Furthermore, the PSmethod can easily be extended for usewithmultiple operating frequencies.
The drawbackwith PS, being a stochastic algorithm, is its long execution time needed to consistently converge to
the same global optimumbetween different executions. A typical runwith 100 iterations, as usually required for
reasonable accuracy, can take half an hour ormore to complete, depending on themodel resolution.
Time reversal (TR) focusing is a fast, intrinsically wide-band and deterministicmethod that has been
proposed and validated as an alternativemicrowaveHTP technique (Guo et al 2005, Trefná et al 2010b). TR
processing is awell characterized inversefilter initially developed for focusing ultrasound pulses generated by
transducer arrays inside a biological target (Thomas and Fink 1996, Fink et al 2004), and subsequently extended
for usewith electromagnetic antenna arrays (Lerosey et al 2004). It exploits the time and space reciprocity of the
wave equation to determine the optimal phase and amplitude settings of an array of radiators that will cause the
highest constructive interference to occur at the desired location. In its basic implementation, with a single
virtual source placed at the center of the tumor, TR already exhibits improved target coverage andHTQ than EV
(Trefná et al 2010a, 2010b, Takook et al 2015), though not comparable to PS optimization. Further
improvements forHS-management in TRhave been proposed for high-intensity focused ultrasounds (HIFU),
based on iterativemethods (Leduc et al 2012). In general, themajor hindrance for the clinical introduction of
TR-basedHTP is its limited ability to suppressHSs. In this work, we present a novel deterministicHS
suppression algorithm for TR-basedHTP that yields results comparable to those obtained via global PS
optimization, while being significantly faster. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the
iterative procedure in detail, to later benchmark its performances numerically for two different applicator array
topologies: a collar for tumors in the neck and a helmet for tumors in the brain. For the neckmodel, we further
consider different target locations and sizes, to assess the algorithm’s robustness to different scenarios. For each
test case, HTP quality and performance indicators are computed and compared against those obtainedwith EV,
PS and classic TR.
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2. Theory
2.1. Classic TR focusing
TR focusing is achieved by placing a so-called virtual source at the desired focal spot and by recording the impulse
response at the antenna locations (figure 1(a)). The recorded signals are then back-propagated simultaneously
by all the antennas, generating an interference pattern that exhibits full phase coherence at the original source
location (figure 1(b)). Together with the desired peak, however, secondary lobes appear due to both the limited
aperture of the array and the anatomy of the patient. In the frequency domain, the TR operator corresponds to a
complex conjugation (*):
( ) [ ( )] ( )=p f p f , 1c c
R *
where pc
R is the complex phasor recorded by the array channel c at frequency f during source excitation, while pc
is the complex steering parameter for the same channel to focus at the source location. Under this perspective, a
discrete set of simultaneous operating frequencies can be selected for treatment, rather thanwideband pulses. In
practice, an applicator can be operated to switch between single frequencies infinely interleaved time slots, if the
duration of each slot is small compared to the biological response (Trefná et al 2017). This simplifies the
complexity of the hardware needed for feeding theHT applicator (Trefná et al 2012). The rest of the analysis will
therefore be carried out assuming that nf simultaneous operating frequencies can be independently controlled in
phase and amplitude for each of the nc channels of the array applicator.
TR focusing requires in principle only one EM simulation per virtual source, whichmakes it attractive in
terms of computational resources. Unfortunately, this single simulation is not sufficient to assess the quality of
the resulting treatment planning. TheHTPquality indicatorsmust in fact be evaluated over the focused SAR
distribution (figure 1(b)).Moreover, since the immediate TR solution forHTPmight not be optimal or clinically
viable, further adjustmentsmight be needed, whichwould require additional simulations. In view of this, it is
more convenient to run a separate simulation for each antenna/channel c in the array, as is the case for EVor PS.
The TR solution at any point can then be determined from this set of E-field distributions via a generalized and
source-free TRmethod described later in section 2.2. Denotingwith t the transpose operation (without
conjugate), the complex E-field distributions and steering parameters relative to all channels at a certain
frequency can be joined into column vectors for compactness:
[ ] [ ] ( )= =p Ep p p E E E... ... . 2f f f n f t f f f n f t1, 2, , 1, 2, ,c c
Figure 1.Conceptual scheme for time-reversal treatment planning, example in the neck region. In the recording phase (a) a virtual
source (green asterisk) is placed at the desired focal spot inside the tumor. The source is then excited and the phasors pc f
R
, are
determined. In the steering phase (b) the conjugate phasors are used as steering parameters to obtain a focal spotwhere the virtual
source was located. Due to imperfect interference, hot-spots (red circles) arise in theHSs and cold-spot (blue dots) can be identified in
the target volume.
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2.2. Challenges for TR focusing inMW-HT
Anumber of challenges arise when implementing TR asHTP. First of all, the choice of the source location, or
focal spot. Intuitively, the source should be placed at the center of the tumor, but this is often hard to define,
especially for irregular shapes. The center ofmass of the tumor can be picked as an initial guess, but this choice
often leads to inhomogeneous or insufficient heating of deep or peripheral tumor areas. Cold-spots in the target
volume should be avoided, as they reduce the treatment’s efficacy. Better coverage can be achieved, for example,
by translating the focal spot progressively towards the internal, deeper part of the target volume (Takook et al
2017). Second,HSs arising inhealthy tissuesmust be suppressed, to allowahigher deposition in the target. In order
to shift the focus away from these locations, the natural approachunder theTRperspectivewould be toplace
secondary sources, record their impulse response, and subtract these secondary solutions from theprimary one.
Taken together, these considerations suggest that an initial TR solutionwith source at the tumor center canbe
iteratively improved by shifting the set of complex steering parameters away fromHSs and towards cold-spots.
A second aspect of TR focusing is the choice of the polarization axis for the virtual source. The polarization
problem in vector field focusing has been addressed in several ways in the literature, also recently (Iero et al 2016,
Battaglia et al 2020). In the case of a cylindrical applicator, the antennas can be aligned to the symmetry axis
(figure 2(a)): the virtual source should then also be alignedwith this principal axis. Inmore complex array
topologies such as a semi-spherical helmet, the E-field generated by each antenna can vary significantly in
polarization, depending on the location of the focal spot (figure 2(b)). The resulting interference is no longer
characterized by a singlemain polarization, and the concept of virtual source becomes inadequate. This concept
should then be dropped in favor of themore generalized concept of complex power contribution at the focal
spot.We know that the SAR at a location ζ resulting from the superposition of all channelfields at a particular
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where 〈 · , · 〉denotes the scalar product, whileσf and ρ are the localmaterial conductivity (frequency-dependent)
and density, respectively. The outer product, called SARmatrix and denotedQf, contains information about the
complex SAR contributions from each channel irrespective of their polarization directions:
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where aCartesian coordinate systemhas been assumed. By construction,Qf isHermitian and positive semi-
definite. This property allows us to perform an inverse operation and decomposeQf into an outer product, such
Figure 2.The virtual source polarization problem. In the collar case (a) themain polarization of thefields interfering at the focal spot
(red dot) is evident. In the helmet case (b) each antenna contributes to the power loss at the focal spot along a different polarization
axis.
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that:
ˆ ˆ ( )=Q p p , 5f f f
t*
where p̂f is a column vector containing the complex contribution of every channel at ζ. The solution p̂f of the
decomposition can be obtained as the only non-singular eigenvector ofQf. The sought set of steering parameters
for focusing at ζ in a generalized TR perspective is the complex conjugate of this solution:
ˆ ( )=p p . 6c f c f, ,*
2.3. Iterative time-reversal
The proposed iterative TR (i-TR) focusing technique takes into account all the points discussed above to
improve an initial TR solution forHTP. The schematic of the procedure is shown infigure 3. The initial solution
p is found at the center ofmass of the tumor using equation (6). The resulting SARdistribution is analyzed and
themost prominent cold-spot is identified as the center ofmass of the contiguous sub-volume containing the
lowest 1-percentile of SARwithin the target volume. The TR solution at the cold-spot is calculated and the
iterations begin for one frequency at a time, shifting the phase of the current parameter set towards that of the
cold-spot solution pC.
The iterative section aims atminimizing a novel cost function specifically tailored for i-TR, whichwewill call





where SARR1 is the average SAR in the sub-volume of remainingHSs containing the highest 1-percentile of SAR
values, while SART1 is the equivalent for the lowest 1-percentile in the target volume. The individual frequency
iteration is carried out stepping by a geometrical factorα, with 0< α< 1:
· ( )¢ =  D ap p p , 8
f f f
Figure 3. Schematic of the proposed i-TR focusing algorithm.CG[VT] stands for the center of gravity of the target volume.TR[ζ]
indicates the TR solution obtained by placing the virtual source at ζ, normalized to the amplitude of the strongest channel. TheC
subscript refers to a cold-spot solution, and the blue section represents a cold-spot iteration. TheH subscript refers to a hot-spot
solution, and the red section represents a hot-spot iteration. TheCS sub-routine determines the location of a cold-spot as the center of
mass of the target sub-volume containing the lowest 1-percentile of SAR values.HS does the equivalent for the highest 1-percentile in
the remaining.Within each iterative section, only the subset of steering parameters relative to the current frequency is changed, while
the values relative to the other frequencies are left at the current solutionP. TheHCQ is always evaluated over the total SAR.
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where j is the imaginary unit, and all operations are intended to be element-wise. The buffer variable pf , initially
set as pf, is replaced by the search direction ¢pf only if the steppingwas successful, i.e. if the resulting ( )¢pHCQ is
better than the currentHCQ(p″). Note that, while only the subset of steering parameters relative to one
frequency is iterated at a time, the assessment ofHSs, cold-spots andHCQat each iteration is always carried out
over the total SARdistribution:
( )= + + +SAR SAR SAR ... SAR . 10n1 2 f
If the steppingwas not successfull, the step factorα is geometrically reduced and another attempt ismade. If
the normof the step |Δpα| falls below a threshold valueΔp0 without any improvement on theHCQ, the next
frequency is considered and iterated.Once all frequencies have been iterated, only the subset of parameters pf
relative to the frequency that yielded the best improvement inHCQ is updatedwith pf .
A similar procedure is then carried out for theHS. The updated SAR distribution is analyzed and themost
prominentHS is identified as the highest 1-percentile of SARwithin theHSs.However this time the amplitude of
the parameters is shifted away from theHS solution pH. If at least one spot iterationwas successful in improving
theHCQ, a new cold-spot is considered and iterated, and so on.Otherwise, the algorithm terminates.
The parameterΔp0 is directly related to the desired precision on the steering parameters.We select a
precision of 1% (Δp0= 0.01) since RF systems usually do not provide steering accuracy higher than±5% (Wust
et al 1998, Paulides et al 2007). The parameterα0, on the other hand, decides the length of the first iterative step
and its subsequent geometrical progression. As shown later in section 4.3, the value ofα0 affectsmainly the
algorithm’s convergence speed and number of iterations, and has almost no effect on the overall accuracy. Its
optimal valueα0= 0.1 is determined bymeans of a sensitivity analysis, and this value is kept throughout all
executions reported here.
3.Method
Wecompare the proposed i-TR techniquewith EV, PS, and classic TR. The evaluation is carried out in two steps:
wefirst assess the quality of theHTPs via SAR-based indicators, then validate them in terms of resulting thermal
distributions. The test cases include 3 inhomogeneous artificial targets of increasing size in the neck region and 2
tumor-filled realistic targets, one in the neck and one in the brain. The thermal validation is carried out only for
the realistic targets. TheHTPmethods are benchmarked in terms of the following quality indicators:





i.e. the ratio between the average SAR in the sub-volume containing the highest 1-percentile SAR among the
remaining tissues (SARR1) and the average SAR in the target volume (SART). Values ofHTQaround or below
1 are typically considered for clinical treatment.
• TCx: iso-SAR target coverage, as defined in Togni et al (2013):
( ) ( ) ∣ [ ( )] · [ ] ( )= V x
V




i.e. the fraction of the target volumeVTwhere SAR values are above a given fraction x of the SARpeak value in
thewhole patient volumeV. Both the TCx value and the fraction x are usually expressed as percentage, and the
TCx index is evaluated in this work for x= 25%or x= 50%depending on themodel at hand. Values of TC25
greater than 75%are typically considered for clinical treatment.
Both theHTQandTC indicators are evaluated over the 1g-averaged SARdistribution as detailed in
section 3.3. The TR, i-TR, EV and PS focusing algorithms are all implemented inMATLAB® (TheMathWorks
Inc. 2019). Field processing steps are parallelized and executed in single precision on a high performanceGPU
(nVidiaQuadro RTX6000)where possible.We further evaluate the speed and computational cost of each
method using the followingmetrics:
• Running time, tr: time needed for theHTPoptimization algorithm to complete, excluding SARmatrix
preparations.
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• Number of evaluations, ne: howmany times the cost function is evaluated by the algorithm (zero for EV and
classic TR).
For the thermal validation, whose setup is detailed in section 3.4, the followingHTPquality indicators are
used to evaluate the resulting temperature distributions:
• Cumulative histograms: of the temperature distributionwithin the target.
• T50:median temperature in the target volume, as defined in Fatehi et al (2007).
3.1. Applicator array topologies
TheHTP algorithms are tested on two array topologies: cylindrical and semi-spherical. The cylindrical
applicator (figure 4(a)) ismeant for treatment of tumors in the neck region. It consists of 10 radiators arranged
on one ring of 20 cmdiameter. The radiators are self-grounded bow-tie antennas (SGBT), whichwork across the
range 400–800MHz and have been adapted specifically for ultra-widebandMW-HT (Takook et al 2017). A
cylindrical water bolus, with average thickness 4 cm, is included between the antennas and the patient to
improvematching. The SGBT antennas are further immersed each into a protruding cylindrical extension of the
water bolus, to enhance their directivity and reduce cross-coupling between array elements.
The semi-spherical applicator (figure 4(b)) represents a simplified version of a helmet applicator for brain
tumors. It consists of 10 SGBT antennas radially arranged from the top of the scalp and following the skull’s
curvature. The applicator covers only a small part of the head and, as such, can only bemeaningfully used for
targeting volumes close to the the skull. This applicator is not optimized for an effective treatment of deep-seated
brain tumors, but it is intended for the investigation of the i-TRmethod’s robustness tomixed polarization axes.
The averagewater bolus thickness for this applicator is 1.5 cm.
3.2.Humanmodel and target volumes
TheDukehuman voxelmodel from the IT’IS Foundation (Gosselin et al 2014) is used as virtual patient for both
regional treatment plannings. The original resolution of 1× 1× 1 mm is down-sampled to 2× 2× 2 mm to
spare computational resources. The constant (density) and dispersive (permittivity, conductivity) tissue
properties are obtained from the IT’IS Foundation database (Hasgall et al 2012). A 230× 260× 390 mm subset
of themodel is selected to represent the neck region, figure 4(a). The resulting voxelmatrix includes 47
segmented tissues. For the brain applicator, a smaller subset is selected, 230× 260× 138 mm, figure 4(b). The
resulting voxelmatrix includes 31 tissues.
Figure 4.The simulation setups for the collar (a) and the helmet (b) applicators, consisting of patient voxelmodel, water bolus, and 10
SGBT antennas each.
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For the preliminary SAR investigation, three spherical target volumes are defined inMATLAB® after the
E-field simulations. As the original dielectric properties within the target volumes are kept, these targets are
heterogeneous. In addition to these, two realistic test cases are considered: one in the larynx for the neck
applicator and one in themeninges for the brain applicator. These targets are defined before the E-field
simulations, and their volumes are filledwith a homogeneousmaterial whose properties are determined by
taking theweighed average of thematerials originally inside. This results in a conservative approachwhere the
tumor does not exhibit increased conductivity. The volume and composition of the 5 targets are described in
table 1 and shown infigures 5 and 6. Resulting tumor properties for the realistic cases are reported in table 2.
In all cases, the target volume is a contiguous shape, asmulti-target treatment planning is beyond the scope
of the present work. The artificial targets are included to evaluate the i-TR scheme’s ability to achieve target
coverage andHS suppression for different tumor sizes. The larynx case is included to assess theHTP’s ability to
target concave shapes with both superficial and deep areas.Note that the trachea lumen creates a cavity in the
target volume. Themeningioma is included to investigate the case wheremultiple polarization directions are
interfering in the target volume.
3.3. E-field simulations and SAR computation
The E-field distributions of each antennawithin the applicator are obtained numerically using the commercial
softwareCSTMicrowave Studio® (Dassault Systèmes SE, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France 2019). The software
implements an FDTD scheme on a hexahedralmeshwith possibility for locally denser sampling grids. The
complex geometrical curves of the SGBT antennas are sampled at 0.5 3 mm to correctly represent at any
angle the 0.5 mm thick copper plate withwhich they are realized. Themesh resolutionwithin the patient varies
between this value and amaximumof 2 mm. Togetherwith thewater bolus, this results in≈125/220million
Table 1. List of target volumes. Themost relevant tissues within the target are reported in percent of
volume. For the artificial targets:M ismuscle, F is fat, O is other. For the realistic targets: X ismucous
membrane,M ismuscle, L is larynx, T is tendon ligament, C is cerebrospinal fluid, G is graymatter,W is
whitematter, S is skull, O is other.
Label Region Volume Location Topology Composition
T1 Neck 113 ml Dorsal Spherical 73%M, 18%F, 09%O
T2 Neck 48 ml Dorsal Spherical 77%M, 21%F, 02%O
T3 Neck 14 ml Dorsal Spherical 78%M, 22%F, 00%O
T4 Neck 85 ml Larynx Concave 25%X, 20%M, 18%L, 13%T
T5 Brain 30 ml Meninges Convex 46%C, 28%G, 22%W, 04%O
Figure 5.Artificial heterogeneous target volumes. The targets are spherical and concentric. They are delineated inwhite. The volume
center is indicatedwith a cross. Sections are taken at the volume center.
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cells for the collar/helmet setups, respectively. The almost doubled amount ofmesh cells for the helmet setup is
due to the antenna arrangement occupyingmore effectively all 3 dimensions in space. Absorbing boundary
conditions (PML) are defined for all sides of the computational domain.
Upon import for post-processing inMATLAB®, the E-field distributions are re-sampled to a constant grid
resolution of 2 mm.Out of these distributions, the local SARmatricesQf (x, y, z) are constructed according to
equation (4). This results in 1.1millionmatrices for the neckmodel and 0.3million for the brain one
(considering the patient only). Each element qi,j(x, y, z) is further spatially averaged according to a 1g SARmass-
averaging scheme. The averaging scheme is similar to theCST Legacy one as described in (Qi et al 2008): we treat
surface voxels by expanding a spherical kernel until themass of patient tissues within reaches 1g.
Figure 6.Realistic homogeneous target volumes. The targets are delineated inwhite. The volume center is indicatedwith a cross.
Sections are taken at the volume center.
Table 2.Properties of the homogeneousmaterials filling the target volumes in the realistic cases, obtained as theweighed average of the
originalmaterials within the volume. Some properties are adjusted for hyperthermic conditions.
Tumor ò [∼] σ (S m−1) ρ (kg m−3) k (W Km−1) c (K K−1 Kg−1) ωb (kW Km−3) Qm (kW m−3)
Larynx 47.8 0.674 1088 0.423 3.285 22.033 5.456
Meninges 57.3 1.372 1063 0.535 3.754 17.048 5.478
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3.4. Thermal simulations
To validate theHTPplans, steady-state thermal simulations are performedwithCSTMicrowave Studio®.We
consider only the realistic scenarios and only the frequency combination that yields the lowestHTQafter i-TR
optimization. This combinationwould be the one selected for treatment after quickly surveying all possible
combinationswith i-TR. The thermal properties of theHSs are also taken from the IT’IS database.However, to
mimic the hyperthermic stress condition of the body, themuscle’s blood flowperfusion is increased by a factor 4
(Lang et al 1999,DeGreef et al 2010).Moreover, the thermal conductivity of the cerebrospinal fluid is increased
by a factor 10 to emulate the convective transport of heat (Schooneveldt et al 2019). The tumor thermal
properties are calculated as aweighed average of the tissues originally composing its volume, in the sameway as
for the electromagnetic properties. The tumor blood perfusion rate is further diminished by a factor 0.7 to
account for the chaotic vascular structure that characterizes neoplasms (Song 1984, Lang et al 1999). The tumor
properties are summarized in table 2.
3.5. Choice of operating frequencies
The set of possible operating frequencies is constructed by stepping 100MHzwithin the antennaworking range
400–800MHz, yielding the following set:
[ ] ( )=F 400, 500, 600, 700, 800 MHz. 13t
Out of this set, all the single and double frequency combinations are evaluated, resulting in 15 operating
frequency settings. This is to highlight potential frequency-dependent phenomenawithin the patient and to
evaluate the i-TR scheme’s robustness to different combinations of operating frequencies, while at the same time
keeping the amount of test cases at aminimum.
3.6. Implementation of EV andPS
The EV implementation is similar to the one used inGuérin et al (2018). It determines via a direct solution the set






where SART is the average SAR in the target, and SARR is the average SAR in the rest. An important consequence
of how equation (14) is constructed is that only one frequency at a time fromanyworking set canmaximize such
ratio (Zanoli andTrefná 2020). The amplitude of the other frequenciesmust be set to zero, and the only active
frequency is the onewhose interference pattern bestfits the target shape and location. This approach differs
substantially from the continuous FIR solution described inConverse et al (2006), which, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, is the only published study onwide-band EVbeam-forming. Their approach is not
applicable here since the spectrum is discrete. Naturally,maximizing the SAF is not the same asminimizing
nonlinear indicators such asHTQ,which usually correlate better with the resulting thermal dose.
The PS implementation used for this study is the one readily available inMATLAB® (particleswarm).
The cost function is theHTQas described at the beginning of this section. In order for PS to properly converge
regardless of the problem’s complexity (Piotrowski et al 2020), some of its settings aremade proportional to the
number of variables, nv= 2 · nc · nf, i.e. phase and amplitude for each channel at each frequency. In particular,
the number of particles is set to 10 · nv, and the optimization is haltedwhen nv consecutive iterations have
produced a relative change in the objective function smaller than 0.1. Other settings have been kept to their
default values.When theparticleswarm algorithmhas completed, the optimization is handed over to a
local optimizer (fmincon) and the solution is further refined until the relative parameter change falls below
0.01, thus reaching the desired precision of 1%.
4. Results
Figure 7 shows a typical i-TR processing and its results for a representative artificial target case. Starting from the
classic TR solution, theHCQ is progressivelyminimized until no further improvement is achieved by either
cold- orHS iterations. During this process, theHTQandTC25 vary according to the current solution. In general,
HTQfloats around the initial value, while TC25 is strongly enhancedwithin a few iterations. TheHCQvalue is
improved significantly throughout the entire process. This reflects in amore homogeneous SARdistribution
within the target and in a reduction of themost relevantHS, which, in this case, is located in the skin layer
adjacent to the target. The initial steering parameter amplitudes, figure 7, exhibit the typical TR patternwhere
each antenna radiates power proportionally to its vicinity to the target. Thefinal amplitude settings clearly
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demonstrate how i-TR can exploit different frequencies to cover both superficial and deeper parts of the target
volume, as confirmed also by the SARdistribution infigure 7(c).
4.1. SAR evaluation
SAR-basedHTPquality indicators for the artifical test cases are reported infigure 8. The lowestHTQ for any
given problem and frequency combination is achieved by PS, being configured tominimize this indicator.
However, this does not always translate into better coverage. The i-TR returns sensibly higher TC25 values in the
large andmedium cases, at the expense of an increase inHTQwith respect to the initial TR solution.While some
solutions become impractical due to this increase, there is always at least one optimal frequency combination
Figure 8. SAR-basedHTPquality indicators in the artificial test cases, for all operating frequency combinations. (a)–(c) report the
HTQwhile (d)–(f) report target coverage. TC50 is shown in (f)due to TC25 being 100% inT3.
Figure 7.Example of i-TR processing of a double-frequency problem, 400 + 800 MHz.T1 artificial heterogeneous target. (a) values of
HCQ (normalized to the initial value), HTQandTC25 at each iteration.Black dot labels report which spot has caused the
improvement:CPn cold-spot/phase at frequencyn,HAnhot-spot/amplitude. (b) initial and final steering amplitudes for all channels.
(c)Corresponding SARdistributions (normalized to the highest value). Sagittal section at target center.
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where i-TR achievesHTQ≈ 1 andTC25≈ 100%. In the small target case, i-TR also lowers theHTQprovided by
classic TRwhile achieving remarkably higher TC50 values. For this target, which is less heterogeneous thanT1
andT2 (see table 1), the solutions provided by PS and i-TR are comparable in quality. EV exhibits consistently
highHTQand poor coverage in all cases.
SAR-basedHTP indicators for the realistic targets are reported infigure 9.Oncemore, PS returns the lowest
HTQ for each case. All algorithms yield comparableHTQvalues below 1 in the larynx, while only PSmanages to
reach values below 1 in themeninges. EV and classic TR perform similarly in the larynx case, achieving
Figure 9. SAR-basedHTPquality indicators in the realistic test cases, for all operating frequency combinations. (a) and (b) report the
HTQwhile (c) and (d) report target coverage.
Figure 10.CombinedHTQ–TC25 plots for theHTP solutions in the realistic test cases. Empty circles denote single-frequency (SF)
solutions. Filled circles denote dual-frequency (DF) solutions.
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acceptableHTQ, but suboptimal coverage. EV fails to provide viable solutions for themeninges, withHTQ
always above 1.5, andTC25 above threshold only at 500MHz and 700MHz. In contrast, i-TR yieldsHTQvalues
much closer to the global PS optimum for this case.More importantly, it does sowith simultaneous extensive
target coverage. In the larynxmodel, TC25 is often higher for i-TR than for PSwhenmore than one frequency is
considered. The SAR results for these two realistic cases are further summarized into two combinedHCQ–TC25
plots infigure 10. In both plots, the dual-frequency solutions provided by i-TR are seen to be located near the
TC25 optimum (100%) and close to PS’s globalHTQoptimum.
4.2. Performance analysis
Speed performancemetrics for the artificial test cases are reported infigure 11. Since EV andTR are direct
solutionmethods, they take less than a second to complete. About 6000 cost function evaluations are needed for
PS to return a single-frequency solution, and up to 30 000 in the case of two frequencies. This translates into long
execution times, with a typical run taking about 10minutes for one frequency and 50minutes for two
frequencies. Conversely, i-TRmanages to return a single-frequency solutionwithin atmost 50 evaluations, and
a double-frequency solution in 100 evaluations. This reflects into atmost 10 s running time in the single-
Figure 11.Algorithm speed performancemetrics in the artificial test cases, for all operating frequency combinations, on a
X-logarithmic scale. (a)–(c) report the running timewhile (d)–(f) report the number of cost function evaluations. te ≈ 0.5 s and ne = 0
for both EV and classic TR since they are direct solutionmethods.
Figure 12.Analysis of the i-TR algorithm’s sensitivity to the stepping parameterα0. The plots reportmean (black line) and standard
deviation (gray shade) of all the artificial test cases for all frequency combinations (n = 45). The black circle indicates the optimal
value across a parametric sweep. (a) and (b) report the SAR-basedHTPquality indicators while (c) and (d) report the performance
metrics (Y-log plot).
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frequency case, and on average 50 seconds for a double-frequency problem. Performancemetrics for the
realistic cases are not reported since they indicate similar trends.
4.3. Sensitivity analysis
The results of the sensitivity analysis with respect to the initial step factorα0 are reported infigure 12. BothHTP
quality indicators exhibit negligible variations across the sweep,meaning that the solution provided by i-TR is
stable in this respect. A closer look suggests that the optimum is located at the lowest end of theα0 range. This
can be intuitively explained by the fact that smaller stepping allows the algorithm to get closer to theHCQ
optimum.Highα0 values exponentially increase the convergence time and computational burden of the
algorithm, indicating that the initial classic TR solution is already close to the optimumand only small steps are
needed to improve its HCQvalue.On the other hand, both tr and ne tend to increase again towardsα0= 0, as a
consequence of the step being too small to quickly reach the optimumHCQ. In conclusion,α0= 0.1 seems to be
an appropriate value for this parameter.
4.4. Thermal validation
Figures 13 and 14 show the thermal distributions for the realistic cases. It can be seen that both direct solvers, EV
andTR, fail to reach therapeutic temperatures in the deeper parts of the tumors. In the larynx case, the trachea
acts as a heat barrier between opposing sides of the target volume, whosemorphology is toroidal. PS and i-TR
manage to overcome this barrier by extending the SAR coverage to the inner side, at the expense of higher
average temperatures in the healthy tissues. This higher power deposition, however, does not result in additional
HSs. i-TR performs better in this sense than PS by gaining half a degree inmedian temperature, see table 3. For
themeningioma, both EV andTR end upmaximizing the peak SAR in the target which results in a focal spot
close to the skull. This spot is howevermitigated by the cooling effect of the bolus, so that neither high peak
Figure 13.Temperature distributions in the larynx realistic case for all HTP algorithms at 400 + 500 MHz.Maximum temperature in
healthy tissues is 43 °C in all cases. The target volume is outlined inwhite. Sagittal section at tumor center.
Figure 14.Temperature distributions in themeninges realistic case for allHTP algorithms at 400 + 600 MHz.Maximum temperature
in healthy tissues is 43 °C in all cases. The target volume is outlined inwhite. Sagittal section at tumor center.
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temperatures nor sufficient coverage are achievedwithin the target. Both PS and i-TR shift thismain SARpeak
deeper in the brain, reaching highmedian temperatures. i-TR closely follows PS by only half a degree lowerT50.
These results are further illustrated in the cumulative histograms, figure 15.
5.Discussion
Hyperthermia requires an optimal SARdistribution in the patient in terms of raw target power deposition, target
coverage, andHS suppression in healthy tissues. Target SAR coverage has in fact been shown to be predictive for
the therapeutic outcome of the treatment (Myerson et al 1990, Lee et al 1998). To improve on these aspects, the
HTQand the TCx indicators have been proposed and shown to be effective when applied retrospectively to
clinical data sets (Paulides et al 2016, Bellizzi et al 2019). However, HTQandTCx are two different cost functions
whose optimal distributions do not coincide. In particular, a single-frequencyHTPmight yield acceptableHTQ,
but poor target coverage. This effect is apparent in figures 8 and 9: evenwhen theHTQcloselyfluctuates around
1, the TCx exhibits a strong frequency-dependent trend, quickly falling below the acceptance threshold. To
satisfy bothHTQ< 1 andTCx> 75%, onemust carefully select the optimal operating frequency, which
depends on the applicator in use, the patient’s anatomy, and the target shape. For the larynx case used in this
study, the optimal frequency lies around 400MHz, while for themeninges 500MHz appears to be a better
choice. Thismotivates the need forwide-band applicators and for treatment planning tools capable of seeking
the best treatment frequencywithin the available band. Figures 8 and 9 further show that in amulti-frequency
setting, the requirements on theHTQandTCx can bemore easily fulfilledwhen two frequencies are selected
simultaneously. In other words, themulti-frequency approach helps reaching themultiple objectives needed for
a successful hyperthermia dose delivery.
The proposed i-TR technique aims at quickly determining such an overall optimal SARdistribution by
exploiting the different frequency components tominimize a custom cost function, theHCQ. This cost function
is designed to reach themultiple objectives abovewhile enabling a TR-based iterative approach. The SAR-based
results, section 4.1, suggest that themethod is successful infinding viable solutions for a given problem,
independently of the target’s size, location,morphology or composition. They further indicate that themethod
is robust to problems involvingmixed polarization axes. The quality of the i-TR solution can depend on the
selected set of operating frequencies, however the high execution speedmakes it possible to evaluate all
frequency combinations and always determine one viable solution.Note that this solutionmight not be the
global optimum in terms ofHCQ.We further point out that, although there is no guarantee of improvement of
Figure 15.Cumulative histograms of the temperature distributionwithin the targets.
Table 3.Median temperatures (T50) reached inside the
target volume in each of the thermal test cases for all HTP
algorithms. Values in °C.
Tumor EV PS TR i-TR
Larynx 39.43 40.87 39.87 41.34
Meninges 39.37 42.24 40.47 41.69
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an initial TR solution by i-TR, the process is stable as it can never return a solutionworse than the initial one in
terms ofHCQ.
The thermal validation, section 4.4, fundamentally confirms the i-TR’s ability to provide viableHTP
solutions and further emphasizes the difference inHTQandTCx as treatment planning goals. In the larynx case,
for instance, all HTP algorithms exhibit similarHTQvalues below 1 at the selected frequency combination.
However, only for i-TR andPS this translates into high thermal doses, thanks to their higher SAR coverage. EV
and classic TR fail to fully exploit the applicator’s heating capabilities, falling short of 2 °Con average inT50 for
the two cases. The small improvement inHTQbrought about by PS, negligible at afirst glance, results in a
significantly highermedian tumor temperature. It is however i-TR to performbest in the larynx, with half a
degree higherT50 than PS. This is likely due to the compromise thatHCQ seeks between lowHTQand high
coverage. In themeninges, the situation is similar for EV andTR,while i-TR provides again a solution very close
to PS, with only half a degree lowerT50.While it is not possible to draw general conclusions about the
relationship betweenHTQ, TCx, HCQand the resulting temperature distribution due to the limited amount of
test cases, the thermal validation indicates that theHTP solutions provided by i-TR can be considered as
clinically relevant.
Regarding EV,many improvements have been suggested over the years in an effort to exploit this extremely
fast solutionmethod.Works such as those of Köhler et al (2001) andMestrom et al (2014) applyweighing
functions to the SARdistribution in order to reduce the SARpeak in the healthy tissues and improve the SAR
homogeneity within the target. Theweight distribution itself, however, needs to be determined bymeans of an
iterative procedure.Moreover, thesemodifications only apply to the single-frequency scenario. In amulti-
frequency setting, the fundamental single-frequency limitation of the EV cost function (SAR SART R)needs to
be resolved to fully exploit the treatment capabilities of wide-band applicators (Zanoli andTrefná 2020).
Recently, an emerging time- and frequency-multiplexed beam-formingmethod has been proposed byKuehne
et al (2020). Themethod is based on quadratic programming (QP) and is therefore extremely fast in determining
the optimal set of frequencies, steering parameters and temporal sequences that best approximate a specified
SARpattern.However, themethod does not determine the optimal SARpattern in itself.While this is a very
powerful approach, we believe that a relevant comparison between applicators should be grounded on clinically
relevantHTPquality indicators, such asHTQandTCx. These have been shown to correlate with high tumor
temperatures (Bellizzi et al 2019), which are the ultimate goal in hypethermia.However, since these indicators
involve a nonlinear step, they cannot be solved forwith fast QP-based algorithms.
The proposed i-TR technique runs innearly real-time even in the case of high-resolutionmodelmatrices such
as those considered in this study. The2mmresolution is necessary tomodel the thin anatomical features of the
vertebrae and the skull,which strongly affect thewavepropagation.Current clinicalHTP tools for online
complaint-adaptive steering use coarse resolutions of 5 mmfor 70MHzand 434MHz applicators to be able to
quickly recompute the steering parameters (Rijnen et al2013, Kok et al2017). ForUWBapplicators utilizing
frequencies up to 800MHz, this resolution is no longer sufficient, especiallywhen considering tumors in the brain.
We point out that the proposed i-TR technique differs substantially from the iterative TRmethod developed
byMontaldo and colleagues for ultrasound applications (Montaldo et al 2004). InHIFU, the aim is to restore the
sharpTR focal spot after distortions caused by lossy and heterogeneousmedia. InMW-HT, the problem faced is
the opposite: to de-focus the sharp SARpeak caused by TR in order to achieve better coverage across thewhole
target volume. As afinal consideration, we note that the i-TR implementation described in this paper is not
unique. For example, the cold-spot→HS order in the iterative scheme, figure 3, could be swapped. Similarly, the
identification of hot- and cold-spots could be performed right before each spot iteration, as done here, or only
once before both iterations. During internal tests, we could not identify anymajor effects of these choices on the
HTPoutcome.
6. Conclusion
The proposed i-TR beam-forming technique is shown to deliverHTP solutions equivalent to those provided by
global optimizers such as PS, while being orders ofmagnitude faster. Results indicate that themethod is robust
to different array and target configurations. The customHCQcost function solved for by the iterativemethod
leads to solutions that exhibit a good compromise between raw power deposition in the tumor,HS suppression
in healthy tissues, and target coverage even in deeper regions. Overall, the described i-TR technique provides the
means for fast comparisons of a large number of potential array configurations and frequency combinations to
optimally treat a given patient. In a clinical setting, i-TRmight be further extended for use as a real-time steering
parameter re-optimization procedure upon localized complaint from the patient.
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